Lumber Track™ is the premier business software solution on the market for hardwood and softwood sawmills, panel mills, value-added remanufacturers, distributors, wholesalers and brokers.

Accurate information makes for better business

Accurate, real-time inventory control is the foundation for Lumber Track’s management of information throughout your operation. But accurate inventory information is just one of the many benefits you’ll achieve. With Lumber Track, all your critical business information is so easily and quickly accessed that it will alter the way you do business — allowing you to automate your paperwork, expand your operations, offer Internet-based customer service and a host of other business improvements. Our customers’ experience is that Lumber Track pays for itself in reduced inventory costs, increased sales and higher profits.

Just some of the benefits Lumber Track provides are:

- Accurate inventory information
- Complete order-to-invoice tracking
- Better visibility of product costs, margins and sales trends
- More efficient sales and administrative staff
- Non-redundant data entry and reduced errors
- Fully integrated business departments

Integrated software modules streamline your transaction processing

Using real-time inventory management as the hub, Lumber Track’s functional modules integrate all aspects of your company’s business information, improving efficiencies, internal communication, and customer service. The following diagram illustrates how each business function both contributes to and derives data from Lumber Track’s central inventory control data repository:
Proven implementation process ensures successful project

Progressive Solutions is strongly committed to the success of our projects. We employ a proven implementation process based on rigorous project management methodologies to analyze your business needs, configure your software, train your staff, and ensure a successful startup. Our customers tell us this commitment puts us head and shoulders above our competition, and keeps your projects on time, on budget and On Track™.

Unmatched experience in the wood products industry

Progressive Solutions is the largest and most-respected company offering business software solutions to the wood products industry. Quite simply, we are the leader in our field. No other company can match our experience, product quality and customer service. Progressive Solutions has helped companies around the world improve their process and their bottom line. Call us today to find out what we can do for you.

“The Progressive Solutions system is allowing us to do more with less. Our business is growing, but we’re not really adding staff. We’re seeing the efficiency gains that we expected — both in the central office and our mills.”

Bob Jackson, VP, Information Services,
Norbord Inc.

“The Progressive Solutions system is allowing us to do more with less. Our business is growing, but we’re not really adding staff. We’re seeing the efficiency gains that we expected — both in the central office and our mills.”

Joe Patton, Executive Business Leader,
Wood Products Division, Gulf States Paper Corporation

“Progressive Solutions had the resources, staff, and backup to give us the comfort level we needed. We weren’t just looking for software — we also wanted a company that could provide long-term support and commitment. Lumber Track stood out as solid software with the capabilities we wanted.”

Lewis Baumgarner, VP Finance,
Jim C. Hamer Company

“The Progressive Solutions’ vision of the future of our industry sets them apart from their competitors. This company understands my business. I am pleased to partner with a company that is leading in terms of technological innovation and forward-thinking software development.”

Gregg Riley, President,
Bloch Lumber Company

“Progressive Solutions has the most comprehensive software — it matches the needs of our hardwood business. We are now able to commit specific board and end tallies to our customers based on the accurate knowledge of on-hand inventory.”

Bert Jones, President,
Mid-States Wood Preservers, Inc.

“Progressive Solutions is a much bigger, more professional organization than we could ever find in the UK, with a specialist bent on the timber industry. They’re very clearly a well managed company with strong leadership that understand the industry and what’s needed to keep the software state-of-the-art.”

Simon Fineman, Chief Executive,
Timbmet Group

“Progressive Solutions was the only company who could offer us an easy-to-use, Windows®-based system with complete functionality capable of handling the intricacies of our business — features such as random widths and end tallies. Their strong history and leadership, attested to by their other customers, also made Progressive Solutions an easy choice.”

Charlie Craig, Vice-President & Treasurer,
Craig Lumber Corporation

“Progressive Solutions has helped us grow efficiently. Every salesperson at each of our locations has very, very good real-time inventory information.”

Mike Phillips, President,
Hampton Lumber Sales